Update on Bradbury book status: Almost to indexing(!)

Gloria McMillan <glomc@dakotacom.net>  
May 2

to Jon, kim, James, Paul, Ari, Adam, David, Howard, Wolf, Christopher, me, Chuck, Francisco, Aaron, Marleen, Robert, Chris, Holly, Mike

Greetings Earthlings,

Here is the latest email just a few minutes ago from the director of book development at McFarland.

"We're very pleased to write today and let you know that we're wrapping up our editorial work on *Orbiting Ray Bradbury's Mars*. Thank you and your contributors for the good work — we don't have any questions at present and are turning the manuscript over to the production department. Proofs are still a few months away, probably, but we've just taken a big step forward in the publication process."

Cheers,
Gloria